It has been debated whether object recognition depends on structural or view-specific representations. This issue is revisited here using a paradigm of priming, supervised category learning, and generalization to novel viewpoints. Results show that structural representations can be learned for three-dimensional (3D) objects lacking generalized-cone components (geons). Metric relations between object parts are distinctive features under such conditions. Representations preserving 3D structure are learned provided prior knowledge of object shape and sufficient image input information is available; otherwise view-specific representations are generated. These findings indicate that structural and view-specific representations are related through shifts of representation induced by learning.
Introduction
Visual object recognition is thought to depend on relating image data to object representations or prior models (e.g., Barrow & Tenenbaum, 1981; Marr, 1982) . Concerning the functional characteristics of the latter, it has been proposed that input images are parsed into regions displaying non-accidental edge properties. Such properties provide critical constraints on the identity of three-dimensional (3D) primitives image parts come from (''geons"; Biederman, 1987) . Structural representations can be built from geons by using explicit categorical relations between them (Hummel, 2001; Hummel & Biederman, 1992) . Alternatively, it has been held that objects are represented in terms of multiple two-dimensional (2D) views (''view-based" representations; Tarr & Pinker, 1989) . A decision between these theories based on the effects of rotation in depth is difficult because structural descriptions can depend on viewpoint as object parts may be revealed or hidden depending on the state of occlusion (Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993) . Thus, it is interesting to note that dichotomies of structural and view-specific representations have been reported more recently (Foster & Gilson, 2002; Hummel, 2001; Lee, Mumford, Romero, & Lamme, 1998; Thoma, Hummel, & Davidoff, 2004) . Similarly, Vuilleumier, Henson, Driver, & Dolan, 2002 observed the existence in ventral visual cortex of viewdependent and view-invariant object representations.
For probing the characteristics of object representations it is important to determine how much information is available in test stimuli and whether this information is sufficient for the recognition task at hand (Christou & Bülthoff, 2000) . The ''engineering drawings" typically considered in first-generation image understanding by computer (e.g., Ballard & Brown, 1982; Barrow & Tenenbaum, 1981, Section 9.5 ) and the geon contraptions used for studying human recognition (e.g., Biederman, 1987; Tarr & Pinker, 1989) can be modelled by volumes generated by crosssections moving along axes (''generalized cones", Binford, 1971 ). Information about macro-geometric structure can be inferred from relations among such axes (Marr, 1982, Section 5.3) . No such information is available from ''bent paper clip" and ''amoebae" stimuli used for demonstrating the existence of view-based representations (e.g., . This is one factor that might account for the apparently contradictory concepts of structural and view-specific representations.
Another factor is prior knowledge observers may have about object shape. For instance, the mental rotation paradigm measures times required to recognize whether two perspective drawings portray objects of same 3D shape or handed counterparts (Shepard & Metzler, 1971) . Such times are found to be linearly increasing with the angular difference in orientation between the objects. Yet ''plotted reaction times necessarily include any times taken by the subjects to decide how to process the pictures" (Shepard & Metzler, 1971, p. 703) . To avoid the contamination of reaction times by additional processing times, stimuli with clear connectivity of parts are used and ambiguities as to 3D shape are eliminated (see Levy, Levy, & Goldberg, 2004) . Experimenters also take care to familiarize participants with test objects (e.g., ''Objects were built out of toy blocks. . .", Tarr, 1995, pp. 61-62; ''Practice trials...", Gauthier et al., 2002, p. 170) . Thus, the mental rotation paradigm focuses on rigid spatial transformation of prior models and ignores the problem of their construction from input images.
To disentangle processes of constructing prior models and their spatial transformation, we jointly measured response times and recognition rates within a paradigm of visual object categorization (Experiment 1). We used unfamiliar objects built from a fixed number of identical spheres (Osman, Pearce, Jüttner, & Rentschler, 2000) as such parts have ill-defined axes providing no information about macro-geometric structure (see Marr, 1982, Section 5.3) , and the amount of information available from input images is readily controlled. For probing the spatial dimensionality of representations, we presented handed and nonhanded objects in the same categorization task. To assess the effects of prior knowledge, we used priming (e.g., Biederman & Cooper, 1991) . When employed in conjunction with a fixed task of recognition, the variation of priming conditions avoids the confusion of recognition performance and representation (cf. Liu, 1996) . Indeed, as stimulus input information is kept constant, the variation of recognition performance with priming conditions depends on memory only. To further examine the effect of stimulus information, we compared results obtained with stimuli composed of spheres to results obtained with stimuli made of textured cubes and rods but same macro-geometrical structure (Experiment 2).
Experiment 1: Role of prior knowledge in object recognition
Mental images of objects located in grasping space are generated through vision and touch but imagery from tactile cues does not occur when the object is passively pressed into the hands of a blindfold observer (Grüsser & Landis, 1991, chap. 21) . We therefore considered the priming conditions of passive vision, active vision, and active touch. In earlier studies, we used active vision priming by having subjects grasp 2D views on the computer display with the mouse and a cursor and rotate them within the viewing-sphere. Our developmental studies (Jüttner, Müller, & Rentschler, 2006; Rentschler, Jüttner, Osman, Müller, & Caelli, 2004) found active vision priming less effective than active touch priming, whereas they were found equally effective otherwise (Osman et al., 2000; Osman, unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Munich, 2008; Rentschler, Osman & Jüttner, in submission) . This discrepancy is probably explained by a lack of control of the proportion of rotations in depth and the picture plane. We therefore restricted the present experiments to the use of the ''orthogonal" priming conditions of passive vision and active touch.
Subjects
Thirty right-handed students of medicine and architecture, ranging in age from 19 to 30 years and free of neurological disorder, participated for pay. They were grouped in triples matched in gender and education. Their members were randomly assigned to the conditions of passive vision and active touch as well as control (see below). Under the latter condition, three subjects failed to reach the criterion of 90% correct in category learning despite exhaustive trials and dropped out of the experiments.
Stimuli and procedure
Structure-only test objects were generated using the concept of chirality (King, 2003) : Chiral objects cannot be carried into their mirror images by rotations and translations. They are ''handed" if they allow categorization into ''left" and ''right" objects. Bilaterally symmetric objects are achiral by definition. Thus, one pair of handed chiral objects and one achiral object, all made of four identical spheres (''structure-only" objects), were used (Fig. 1) . Mirrorreflections of views of the bilaterally symmetric object generated views of the same object. Mirror-reflections of views of handed chiral objects generated views of their mirror-symmetric counterparts.
Objects were generated both as physical and virtual models. Physical models were constructed from directly connected Polystyrene balls each measuring 6 cm in diameter. Three spheres formed a rectangular isosceles triangle. The fourth sphere was placed perpendicularly above the centre of one of the base spheres. Corresponding virtual models were generated and displayed for 250 ms each as perspective 2D projections by means of the Open Inventor TM (Silicon Graphics, Inc.) 3D developer's toolkit. A ''flatshaded" lighting model of mixed directed and diffuse illumination lacking cast shadows was used. At the viewing distance of 1 m, virtual objects subtended in average 7.4°. 
Priming
Passive vision priming consisted of watching computer graphic object views rotating on the computer screen. Participants saw the objects, one after the other, rotating successively around the three principal axes associated with the screen. Two cycles of exposure of 90 and 10 s duration per axis were employed. In the first cycle, the object rotated for 90 s about the x-axis with an angular velocity of 0.1 cycles per second, then for 90 s about the y-axis, and finally for 90 s about the z-axis. In the second cycle, the object rotated for 10 s about the x-axis, for 10 s about the y-axis, and for 10 s about the z-axis. Active touch priming consisted of tactual exploration of physical models occluded from sight. The experimenter gave the models one after the other to the blindfold subject, who explored them with his or her hands. He/she was free to move and rotate the models at will but periods of tactual exploration were restricted to 90 s for each object followed by another 10 s for each object. No instructions other than the invitation to familiarize themselves with the objects were given. Priming lasted for 5 min and was followed by category learning. Under the control condition, participants directly entered supervised category learning with the sole instruction that they were to see views of three different 3D objects (see Fig. 2 ).
Learning views
Discarding views redundant due to rotational symmetries, 22 learning views (6 for object 1, and 8 for each of objects 2 and 3; Fig. 3 ) were generated by sampling azimuth and polar angle of the (half) viewing-sphere in 60°steps. Steps were taken on three great circles inclined against each other by 60°. The equatorial plane was horizontal and contained the symmetry axis of the respective object. The origin of the viewing-sphere was situated at the centre of gravity of the component spheres. To minimize occlusion artefacts, reference views (Fig. 3 , top view of each column) were chosen such that the symmetry axis of the object was perpendicular to the picture plane and no centre of any sphere was in the equatorial plane. In addition, an angle of rotation in the picture plane, randomly selected from the values of 0°, 60°, 120°, and 180°, was employed to prevent observers from using the frame of the computer screen as a reference.
Supervised category learning
Subjects were trained to classify the learning views using a variable number of learning units to a criterion of 90% correct. Each learning unit consisted of a learning phase, a test phase, and feedback in terms of the (3 Â 3)-dimensional classification matrix cumulated over views and learning units (see Jüttner et al., 2006; Rentschler et al., 2004) . Learning views were displayed once for 250 ms each and in random order. No instructions as to the possible duration of classification decisions were given. Average duration of learning units was 5 min. Only upon reaching criterion, participants passed to the next task, i.e., generalization to novel viewpoints (see Fig. 2 ). Fig. 2 . Procedure of priming, supervised category learning, and generalization to novel views. For the acquisition of prior knowledge, participants were primed by either passively exposing them to depth-rotating object views on the computer screen (passive vision priming; left, centre) or having them actively explore with their hands physical models occluded from sight (active touch priming; left, bottom). Under a control condition (left, top), participants received no prior knowledge. Observers were trained in a paradigm of supervised category learning (see Rentschler, Jüttner, & Caelli, 1994) to classify the learning set of 22 views (centre). Generalization (right) measured the classification performance for 64 test views from novel viewpoints (see Fig. 4 ) and 19 test views from the set of learning views (see Fig. 3 ) for the purpose of control. 
Generalization to novel viewpoints
Eighty-three test views were presented three times in random order each. Test views (21 for object 1 and 31 for each of objects 2 and 3) were obtained from sampling the viewing-sphere as above but in 30°steps. 19 of resulting views had been used during category learning (''learned views"). Sixty-four views were from novel viewpoints (''novel views"). Fig. 4 shows the novel views randomly arranged within three regions: 16 views of object 1 form a 4 Â 4 array at the centre. The remaining left half shows 24 views of object 2, the right half 24 views of object 3.
Data analysis
Percent correct of categorization were obtained from the (22 Â 3)-dimensional classification matrices cumulated over learning units and pooled over observers (N = 10 for passive vision and active touch priming, N = 7 for control). Response times for categorization were collected from both correct and incorrect classification decisions.
Results
The effects of priming on category learning were characterized in terms of percent correct and response times obtained from the first learning unit (Fig. 5) as well as mean numbers of learning units needed to reach criterion. Classification was virtually impossible under the control condition (Fig. 5, top left) . For achiral object 1 no significant improvement due to priming was found (Fig. 5 , top centre and right). For handed chiral objects 2 and 3, priming significantly improved classification accuracies (one-way ANOVA, F(2, 24) = 11.58, p < 0.001). Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni method revealed significantly higher recognition rates with active touch priming as compared to control condition and passive vision priming, respectively (p < 0.01 each; Fig. 5, top right) . Corresponding response times (RT; Fig. 5, bottom) were found significantly increased by priming for object 1 (one-way ANOVA, F(2, 24) = 4.18, p < 0.05). Post hoc tests revealed significantly higher response times for object 1 with active touch as compared to control condition and passive vision. The increase of response times approached significance for objects 2 and 3 (one-way ANOVA, F(2, 24) = 3.13, p = 0.062). Learning duration, as measured by the number of learning units (NL) to criterion, was found clearly reduced for active touch (NL = 16.2, SE = 4.3, N = 10) as compared to passive vision (NL = 33.1, SE = 6.9, N = 10). Under the control condition, mean learning time of seven subjects was NL = 25.7 (SE = 6.3), whereas three subjects unsuccessfully terminated learning after 34, 43, and 44 learning units, respectively. Approximate learning durations in real time were 1 h 20 min (active touch), 2 h 35 min (passive vision), and 2 h 9 min (control). Fig. 6a shows percent correct of generalization to 64 novel views for passive vision and active touch priming as well as control. Plots visualize classification matrices cumulated over participants. The view-dependency of generalization is obvious in that there emerges a relatively consistent pattern of confusions that can be attributed to self-occlusion of objects. Fig. 6b shows at the top percent correct of classification cumulated over test views of each object. Corresponding reaction times are shown at the bottom. Data from 19 learned views are added (Fig. 6b, open bars) . Generalization to novel views (Fig. 6b , top, closed bars) is high and unaffected by priming for object 1 but relatively poor for objects 2 and 3 with passive vision priming and control. Active touch priming yielded virtually equal performance for achiral and handed chiral objects. Short of performance for object 1 with passive vision and control, accuracies for learned views tend to be better than those for novel views.
A 2 Â 2 Â 3 Mixed-type Factorial ANOVA with the within-subject factors of object type (achiral, handed chiral), view type (learned, novel), and the between-subjects factors of prior knowledge (control, passive vision, active touch) confirmed these observations. Effects of object type (F(1, 24) = 9.06, p < 0.01), view type (F(1, 24) = 17.10, p < 0.001), and prior knowledge (F(2, 24) = 5.89, p < 0.01) were strong. A significant interaction between object type and view type was found (F(1, 24) = 14.47, p < 0.001). This indicates that handed objects 2 and 3 but not achiral object 1 were classified worse from novel views as compared to learned views. A 2 Â 2 Â 3 Mixed-type Factorial ANOVA was again employed for judging the distribution of response times (Fig. 6b, bottom) . Significant effects were obtained for the factors of object type (F(1, 24) = 20.89, p < 0.001) and prior knowledge (F(2, 24) = 4.73, p < 0.05). Post hoc analysis of data revealed significant differences between active touch priming and control as well as active touch priming and passive vision priming (p < 0.05 each).
Discussion
We found passive vision priming largely ineffective for both category learning and generalization to novel viewpoints, whereas active touch priming improved the recognition of handed chiral Ten subjects entered category learning for each condition but only 7 subjects reached criterion under the control condition. Error bars: ±1 SE (control: N = 7 Á 6 for object 1, N = 7 Á 8 for objects 2 and 3; passive vision, active touch: N = 10 Á 6 for object 1, N = l0 Á 8 for objects 2 and 3). objects at the expense of prolonged response times for both types of object. As learning views were readily decomposed into parts, and subjects were aware of being presented with 2D views of 3D objects, these findings demonstrate the extent to which priming facilitated the recovery of part relations in 3D from input images.
Concerning the question of how category learning occurred under the conditions of passive vision priming and control, subjects' reports are revealing. About half of participants focused on relational features the presence of which provided evidence for test objects. One such feature was triple-connectedness of one part of object 1, resulting in a ''star-like" configuration in four of its six views. In six out of eight views, objects 2 and 3 appeared elongated and twisted in space ''like snakes". These features facilitated the recognition of object 1. Similarly, ''typical views" were memorized and their similarity to other views was judged using features such as ''knots". Accordingly, structural image constituents (cf. Ullman, Vidal-Naquet, & Sali, 2002) were used for building object representations. However, poor performance for handed chiral objects (Fig. 5, top , left, and centre) indicates that these representations were not sufficiently specific with regard to 3D structure. This conclusion is supported by the observation that corresponding response times were relatively short (Fig. 5 , bottom, left, and centre).
With active touch priming, category learning of both types of objects was achieved readily (Fig. 5, top right) , and there was a speedaccuracy trade-off for object 1 and a similar tendency for objects 2 and 3 (Fig. 5, bottom right) . This argues against the view that handed chiral objects only were discriminated using mental rotation (cf. Gauthier et al., 2002) . Our results suggest that observers generated for both types of objects from input images candidate 3D structures and transformed those using spatial transformations akin to mental rotation to enable matching to prior models.
Object categorization was generalized to novel viewpoints under the conditions of control and passive vision but there remained a clear disadvantage for handed chiral objects. By contrast, active touch priming yielded equal classification accuracies and prolonged response times for both types of objects. To explain this difference, it is helpful to note that physical models of handed chiral objects are disambiguated by spatial transformations in 3D and alignment to an external reference (Hinton & Parsons, 1988) . Under the assumption that the same holds true for internalized models, two explanations for relatively poor generalization of objects 2 and 3 are conceivable. First, it might be that, under the conditions of passive vision priming and control, object models were learned that failed to properly encode 3D structure. Second, it might be that a spatial reference was not available. Indeed, we prevented the use of a scene based reference such as the frame of the computer display by randomly subjecting 2D views to rotations in the picture plane. Yet this was also the case with active touch priming that greatly improved the disambiguation of handedness. This indicates that poor generalization for handed chiral objects resulted from the use of representations with insufficient specificity regarding 3D structure.
Conversely, the finding of generalization being equally good for handed chiral and achiral objects with active touch priming suggests that more veridical structural 3D representations were built under this condition. Consistent with this conclusion, participants conspicuously moved their hands for object categorization, thus apparently making use of an egocentric reference for aligning transformed candidate 3D models. Moreover, a trade-off between percent correct and response times for category learning and generalization was found with active touch priming only.
The failure of passive vision priming in improving category learning and generalization would seem to be in conflict with the results of Wallis and Bülthoff (2001) . Using 3D face stimuli, they showed that the assignment of consecutive images to the same object is a strategy of how the brain might solve the task of building
representations. Yet the integration of 2D views relies on identifying corresponding features (see Ballard & Brown, 1982, Section 3) . Face stimuli offer clear correspondence cues but this is not the case for 2D views of sphere clusters, thus possibly causing an apparent contradiction.
Experiment 2: Role of image information in object recognition
We have argued that the poor categorization of handed chiral objects under the conditions of passive vision priming and control can be attributed to a lack of prior object knowledge entailing the generation of inadequate prior models. Against this assumption it might be held that our experimental findings simply reflect a lack of structural information in spheres stimuli. To examine this issue, we studied the effects of priming using test objects of same macro-geometrical structure as spheres but clear connectivity of parts.
Stimuli
A set of modified stimuli termed cubes was used. They had same macro-geometric structure as spheres but generalized cones, i.e., textured cubes and rods, as parts (Fig. 7) . Physical models were constructed of wooden cubes (3 cm sides) and rods (3 cm long, 1.2 cm diameter). Conditions of generating learning and test views, priming, as well as supervised learning were identical in Experiments 1 and 2. Thirty new subjects in total, i.e., 10 for each of the conditions of passive vision priming, active touch priming and control, were recruited as in Experiment 1.
To compare pixel-based similarities of the members of the learning sets of spheres and cubes, relative frequencies of classification were predicted from a Minimum-Distance Classifier (see Ahmed & Rao, 1975) using the maximum of the 2D cross-correlation function as a measure of image similarity (cf. Caelli & Rentschler, 1986 ).
Results
No differences in pixel-based similarities were found to exist within and between the learning sets of spheres and cubes (mean predicted classification frequencies of 22 learning views to three object classes of spheres less than 0.34, SE 2.8 * 10 À5 , N = 22; same for cubes 0.34, SE 7.3 * 10 À7 , N = 22). Nevertheless, observed learning speed (number of learning units to criterion) generally varied with stimulus type and priming condition ( Fig. 8 ; data for spheres from Experiment 1): Under the control condition, no difference between spheres and cubes stimuli can be discerned (Fig. 8, leftmost  bars) . There is no advantage of passive vision priming for spheres either (Fig. 8, central white bar) . For cubes, however, learning duration is strongly reduced with passive vision priming (Fig. 8, central  black bar) . With active touch priming, learning is further reduced Fig. 7 . Test objects built from textured cubes and rods. They have same macrogeometric structure as test objects built from spheres. Physical models were constructed of wooden cubes and rods. Procedure of generating learning views of cubes objects was the same as for spheres objects.
with the relative advantage of cubes over spheres being about the same (Fig. 8, rightmost bars) .
Discussion
Our computer simulations rule out the possibility of spheres and cubes being recognized using pixel-based similarities of input images and stored 2D views (cf. . Given the fact, that there existed within stimulus sets no part differences, we can conclude that observed categorization performance depended on the use of part relational features, i.e., structural representations.
It has to be acknowledged that the apparent failure of cubes in improving the efficiency of category learning under the control condition reflects, at least partly, biased data. Indeed, three out of ten subjects did not reach criterion and their data were omitted. However, no clear improvement of category learning was found for spheres under the condition of passive vision priming either. By contrast, both passive vision and active touch priming boosted category learning for cubes. Taken together, these data suggest that prior knowledge is of no use for visual object recognition unless it can be linked efficiently to image features. In case of cubes, welldefined axes of generalized cone parts allow the extraction of relational features determining 3D structure. Under the condition of passive vision priming, subjects noted with spheres ''ambiguous rotation-in-depth" as a consequence of uncertain correspondence between subsequent 2D views on the computer display. Thus, they were less efficient in extracting 3D relational features and, therefore, taking advantage of prior object knowledge.
It should be noted further that the generation of structural 3D representations does not necessarily depend on active touch. Both for passive vision and active touch priming, the relative improvement of category learning with cubes was about the same as with spheres. This is consistent with the observation of mental images of objects located in grasping space being generated through vision and touch (Grüsser & Landis, 1991, chap. 21 ) and the existence of multimodal representations in the brain (e.g., Zangaladze, Epstein, Grafton, & Sathian, 1999) . Thus, our results suggest that active vision priming and active touch priming are equally effective in facilitating object categorization provided equal amounts of information of 3D shape are available.
General discussion
Visual object recognition has been considered as a skill depending on the presence or absence of certain types of prior models, or representations, in the brain. It has been debated whether such representations are structural (e.g., Biederman, 1987) or view-specific (e.g., Tarr & Pinker, 1989) . We sought to overcome this controversy by considering the possibility that structural representations are built from view-specific representations through representational shifts as have been reported for the recognition of faces (see Palmeri, Wong, & Gauthier, 2004) and mirror-image patterns (Rentschler & Jüttner, 2007) . Our main result is the proposal that for object categorization observers generate representations specifying 3D structure as long as sufficient image input information and prior knowledge are available. Otherwise, observers generate view-specific representations, possibly augmented by 3D cues (cf. Liu, Knill, & Kersten, 1995) .
The present findings cast doubt on the view that handed objects are recognized via mental rotation, whereas object recognition is concerned with non-handed objects (Gauthier et al., 2002) . Indeed, under the condition of sufficient image input information prior knowledge enabled our observers to enact the full cycle of image understanding, i.e., the generation of candidate 3D models from input images (inverse modelling), the transformation (including rigid rotations or ''mental rotation") of those models to allow their rendering back into images (forward modelling), and the ensuing matching process to input images (for formal solutions in the area of machine intelligence see Bischof, 1997 and Cheng, Caelli, & Sanchez-Azofeifa, 2006) . We therefore conceive of mental rotation as a component of the process of object recognition that can be used quasi independently in case of sufficient prior knowledge.
Our results support recognition-by-components, a ''theory of human image understanding" (Biederman, 1987, p. 115) focusing on the rapid identification of geons. Indeed, our participants had to decide for each input image about the 3D shape from which it had been derived. In the domain of computer vision, this is considered a task of image understanding (see Ballard & Brown, 1982 ). Yet we have shown that it may be impossible to identify in input images geons and build structural representations using categorical relations between them (Biederman, 1987, Table 1 ). Metric relations between object parts are then of crucial importance and prior knowledge is required for their estimation from input images. In such case, recognition depends on slow shifts of representation induced by learning. This conclusion is supported by the results of our earlier re-construction of representations for spheres within a machine vision approach: prior exploration of sphere clusters by active touch enables the learning of representations characterized by increased differentiation between part attributes and depth of relational encoding (Osman et al., 2000) .
We are then left with the question of how prior knowledge may have affected object categorization. It can be assumed that active touch drew the attention of subjects to the three-dimensionality of test objects, thus supporting the generation of representations in 3D (Thoma et al., 2004) . Having established that all sphere parts are of same size, subjects could infer their pair wise distances in 3D from 2D views. They could also estimate angles in 3D between ''dipoles" of spheres, thus using some sort of ''medial-point" description (Kovács, Fehér, & Julesz, 1998) . As the physical objects were too big to be wholly engulfed within one hand, such relational 3D features must have been acquired by temporally integrating tactual exploration patterns (see Lederman & Klatzky, 1998) .
In conclusion, we have shown that structural representations for object categorization can be learned from 2D views lacking generalized-cone components (geons). Metric relations between object parts are relevant features under such conditions, and prior knowledge of object shape is needed to build representations specifying 3D structure. In the absence of such knowledge and sufficient image input information, essentially view-specific representations are learned. We propose, therefore, that structural and view-specific accounts of object recognition are not mutually exclusive concepts but related through shifts of representation.
